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Ep. #11969



Ben leaves the courtroom, having called Isaac to say he wants to read the letter from Marshall to Jessica. At the same time, Jessica faces Lucinda and tells her that she does not plan to keep her name confidential in the press. Ben drops Jessica at home, and Bonnie goes to Isaac to ask him to keep his feelings about Jessica to himself. Later, Ben reads the letter and Isaac suggests that Jessica is lying to protect herself. Ben insists he is wrong and burns Marshalls letter. Meanwhile, Jessica is frightened when she hears someone moving in her house and points her gun, not realizing its Bonnie. Jessica is afraid she is falling apart, and she and Bonnie resolve to get rid of the gun. When Carly berates Rosanna for sending Barbara to gloat at the hospital and hiring her to finish Carlys designs, Rosanna denies she was trying to hurt Carly. She assures Carly that she is only interested in Carlys well being. Later, Craig and Rosanna argue until Rosanna pleads with Craig to dump Monte Carlo, give it to Carly, go with her to Tahiti, and get married. Craig refuses to abandon Carly and her dream. Later, Craig warns Barbara to keep away from Monte Carlo or else. When Molly admits to Mike that she wants to marry him, he says he cant. Later, a dejected Rosanna goes drinking at the Lakeview Lounge where she runs in Molly who joins her. As they drink together, they both bemoan their second class status next to Carly. As they discuss what they can do about Carly, Molly thinks, not much, while Rosanna has an idea. Mike reveals to Carly that he and Molly have broken up for good. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 March 2003, 14:00
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